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A general sufficiency theorem is presented for a class of quadratic minimiza- 
tion problems. This allows one to treat both singular and nonsingular quadratic 
functionals (second variations) as special cases of a general “partially singular” 
functional. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Study of the second variation is central in the task of obtaining necessary 
and sufficient conditions for optimality for nonsingular and singular optimal 
control problems. The nonsingular second variation has received a great deal 
of attention and is well understood [l-3]. However, the sufficiency conditions 
for the nonsingular problem break down in the singular case (hence, “singu- 
lar”) and up until quite recently little theory was available which remedied 
this situation. 
In 1962 Kelley contributed by obtaining a new necessary condition (gener- 
alized Legendre-Clebsch) for non-negativity of the singular second variation. 
The general form of this important condition was obtained (apparently 
independently) by Kelley, Kopp and Moyer [4], Robbins [5] and Tait [6] 
and was further generalized to the case of vector controls by Robbins [S] 
and Goh [q. Related works are referenced and discussed in [4-61. 
In [8] a new necessary condition for optimality for singular problems is 
obtained and is shown to be nonequivalent to the generalized Legendre- 
Clebsch condition. Moreover, it is shown in [9] that these two conditions 
together are, in general, insufficient for non-negativity of the second variation. 
Arising out of these studies sufficient conditions for non-negativity of the 
singular second variation have been obtained [lo]. 
We note in passing that these conditions are very similar in form to certain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for positive real matrices [l l] and this has 
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suggested that the sufficient conditions given in [lo] may also be necessary. 
Utilizing Kelley’s transformation technique [12] Speyer and Jacobson show 
[13] that, indeed, these conditions are necessary for optimality for a large class 
of singular optimal control problems and, a fortiori, for the singular second 
variation. Kelley’s transformation transforms the singular second variation 
into a nonsingular one in a reduced dimensional state space so that the clas- 
sical necessary and sufficient conditions for the nonsingular case can be 
applied. As one might expect, this produces a matrix Riccati differential 
equation which is then shown to imply the sufficient conditions of [lo] thus 
establishing the necessity of these conditions. A different approach to the 
problem is developed in [14] where the singular second variation is made 
nonsingular by the addition of a quadratic functional of the controls; a 
parameter I/E multiplies this added functional. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for nonnegativity of the singular second variation are obtained by 
investigating the limiting optimality conditions for the synthesized non- 
singular second variation as 6 -+ co. This derivation requires weaker assump- 
tions than those used in [13] and results in very similar but apparently more 
general necessary and sufficient condition for the singular second variation. 
The singular second variation has always been thought to be a very special- 
degenerate in a certain sense-case because the sufficient conditions for the 
nonsingular problem are inapplicable. In this paper we present a sufficiency 
theorem for the second variation which yields, as special cases, sufficient 
conditions for the nonsingular and the singular second variations. Thus it 
turns out that both singular and nonsingular second variations can be 
treated in a common general framework. Invoking the results developed in 
[13], [14] we are lead to the conclusion that the general sufficiency conditions 
are also necessary for optimality for a large class of problems. A rather com- 
plete understanding of the general second variation results. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
A general form of the second variation for the case of constrained terminal 
state is [2] 
&(a)] = ,: (4 X’QX + uTCx + 4 uTRu) dt + 4 xTSfx [ + 
subject to the linear differential equation 
3i”=Ax+Bu; x(t,) = 0 
and the linear terminal state equality constraint 





Here, x is an n-dimensional state vector and u is an m-dimensional control 
vector. The matrices A, B, Q, C, R are time varying and have dimensions 
consistent with x and u. The matrices S, and D are constant; D is an s x n 
matrix (s < n). With no loss of generality Q, R, S, are taken to be symmetric. 
We now make the following assumptions and definition. 
ASSUMPTION 1. The initial and final times t, , t, are given explicitly and 
--a<$)<t,<co. 
ASSUMPTION 2. The matrices A, B, Q, C’, R are continuously differenti- 
able with respect to time, t E [t ,, , tr], B and C have bounded second time 
derivatives, and the elements of S, and D are finite. 
ASSUMPTION 3.r DT has rank s. 
DEFINITION 1. A control function u(.) is said to be admissible if 
u(s) E u (4) 
where 
U E {u( *) : u( .) is piecewise continuous in time, 
( z~~(t)i < co, t E [to , $1, i = 1 **a m, and Dx(tt) = O}. 
(5) 
We now state our problem: Under what conditions is J 2 0 Vu(.) E U ? 
Note that the value / = 0 is attainable since u(.) = 0 E U (6 denotes the null 
function). 
3. GENERAL SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR NON-NEGATIVITY OF J[u(.)] 
We now state our general theorem; a proof is given in Section 7. 
THEOREM 1. Under Assumption l-3 a suficient condition for nonnegativity 
of J[u(.)], u(.) E U, is that 3Vt E [to , tr] a continuously differentiable, symmetric, 
matrix function of time P(.) such that 
[ 
P + Q + PA + ATP (C +RBTJ?T 
C + BTP I 
> o, vt E [to , t,l (6) 
and 
ZT[S, - P(t,)] Z $& G 3 0, (7) 
1 Clearly this is not restrictive, Dr having rank s’ < s implies that some of the 
s constraints (3) can be ignored, yielding an “effective Dry’ of reduced dimension 
II x s’ and rank s’. 




D = sr[D1 / D, 1. (9) *- 
s (n-s) 
n n 
NotethatifDrO, Z=n$ IyandthatifD=nl ITZ=O. 
We now make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 2. The quadratic functional J[u( .)] is (nonsingular), (par- 
tially singular), (singular) if 
(R > 01, (R 3 O), (R = 0), vt E [to 9 t,l 
It is clear from the above definition that the nonsingular and singular qua- 
dratic functionals may be thought of as special cases of the more general 
partially singular quadratic functional. In the following section we use 
conditions (6), (7) to obtain sufficient conditions for non-negative J[u(.)] for 
these important special cases. 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR NON-NEGATIVITY 
OF THE NONSINGULAR QUADRATIC FUNCTIONAL 
THEOREM 2. Under Assumption 1-3 a s@cient condition for non-negativity 
of the nonsingular quadratic functional is that 3Vt E [to, tf] a continuously 
d$@entiable symmetric matrix function of time S(e) which satisjies 
- 9 = Q + SA + ATS - (C + BTS)T R-l(C + BTS) (10) 
and 
ZT[Sf - S(tJ] z 2 0. (11) 
Proof. Rewriting (10) we obtain 
s + Q + SA + ATS - (C + BTS)T R-l(C + BTS) = 0. (12) 
Consider the quadratic form 
[cxlT ; cY2’ I [s + Qct+yTs' A TS CC +;Ts'T] [- 2 -1 (13) 
e By Assumption 3. there exists an arrangement of the components of x such that 
the resulting D has the form shown in (9) with D, invertible. 
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where [01rr /c+r ] is a partitioned (n + m)-row vector. We shall now prove 
that (12) implies (6) by showing that (13) is non-negative for arbitrary 
[a? / a2T 1. Since R is positive definite, the 0~s that minimizes (13) for fixed, 
but arbitrary, 01~ is
a2 = - R-l(C + BTS)ol, (14) 
and the minimum value of (13) becomes 
%T[2t+Q+ SA + A*S -(C+ BTs)TR-l(C+ BTs)]a, (15) 
where 0~~ is arbitrary. By (12), (15) is zero tlaI implying that the minimum 




(C+BTP)T ,O 1 R ' WI 
Since t is arbitrary, t E [t s , tr], inequality (6) follows and the theorem is 
proved. We now show that (6) implies the existence of a solution for (1O).3 
From (6), 
[alT j cq J-'+Q+PA+ATP I[ C+BTP 
(C+BTPjT 
R I[ 1 -ail- >. val,a, (17) % ” 
Minimizing this quadratic form with respect to ova yields 
a2 = - R-'(C + BTP)cil (18) 
which when substituted into (17) yields 
alT[f)+Q + PA + ATP- (C + BTP)TR-l(C+ B*P)Jor, 20, VaI (19) 
yielding 
p+Q + PA + ATP-(C+ BTP)TR-l(C+ B*P)= M(t)>0 (20) 
We now show that (20) yields (10). Let 
P=S+-P (21) 
where P is an 12 x n symmetric, differentiable function of time. Using (21) 
in (20) yields 
-6*=Q+(s+P)A+AT(s+P) 
- [C + BT(S + P)]*R-l[C +BT(S + P)]- M. 
(22) 
a This is inessential for Theorem 2 but is interesting and sign&ant since together 
with Definition 2 it establishes an equivalence between (6), (7) and (lo), (11). 
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Now choose 
-p’= -M+$-A+ATP-FBR-l(C+BTP) 
- (c + BTP)= R-~BV + PBR-1BT; 
Qt,) = 0. 
(23) 
It is well known [15] that, since A, C, B, P, R-l are continuous functions of 
time and M >, 0, R-1 > 0 Vt E [to , t,] and P(tf) = 0, a solution for (23) 
exists Vt E [to , t,]. Thus, from (21), S exists Vt E [to , tr]. Using (23) in (22) 
yields 
- S=Q + SA +ATs+PBR-~(c+BTP) + (c+B~P)TR--~BTP 
-(C + BTs)TR--I(C + BTs) (24) 
-(~+BTs)TR--~BTF-FBR-=(~+BTs)-~~~SBR-~BT~~. 
Now using, in (24) the fact that S = P - P yields 
- s = Q + SA + ATS - (C + BTS)T R-l(C + BTS) (25) 
with boundary condition (11). 
COROLLARY 2.1. If D 3 0 a sujicient condition fm non-negativity of the 
nonsingular quadratic functional J[u(*)] is that (10) hold and 
%> = Sf (26) 
In this case it is well known [2] that S(t) is the weighting matrix of the quadratic 
optimal value function, i.e., 






(& X’QX + uTCx + + uTRu) dt + 4 x=S,I] 
where x is governed by 
k = Ax + Bu. P-9 
It is known that existence of S(s) on the closed interval [to , t,] is necessary 
and sufficient for the nonsingular quadratic functional to be positive-definite 
[I], [16]. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. In the nottsingular unconstrained terminal state case con- 




COROLLARY 2.3. If D = I (n x n) then (11) disappears since Z = 0. 
Our sufficient condition (10) is then the same as that due to Brockett [3] 
who treats the case where R = I and C = 0. Brockett relates P(t) to the 
optimal value function. 
5. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR NON-NEGATIVITY 
OF THE SINGULAR QUADRATIC FUNCTIONAL 
THEOREM 3. Under Assumptions I-3 a su@ient condition for non-negativity 
of the singular quadratic functional is that 3Vt E [to , tf] a continuously differ- 
entiable symmetric matrix function of time P( .) such that 
C + BTP = 0, VtE[t,,tfl; (29) 
P+Q+PA+ATP>o, Vt E [to , t,]; (30) 
ZT[Sf - P(t,)] 2 3 0. (31) 
Proof. If the quadratic functional is singular, R = 0 Vt E [to , tf]. By 
inspection, then, (6) is equivalent to (29), (30) 
COROLLARY 3.1. If D = 0, (31) is replaced by 
s, - P(t,) 3 0. (32) 
Taken at face value the sufficient conditions (29), (30), (32) appear to be 
rather stringent in that a symmetric solution P of (29) is required to exist 
Vt E [to , tr]. However, in [14] it is shown that this is a necessary condition 
for non-negativity of the singular quadratic functional. Indeed, in [13], [14] 
it is shown that (29)-(32) are necessary and sufficient for a large class of 
singular control problems. Thus, as in the nonsingular case conditions (6), (7) 
are necessary and sufficient for non-negative J[u(*)]. Also demonstrated in 
[13], [14] is that the important necessary conditions of Kelley et al. [4], 
Robbins [5], Goh [7] and Jacobson [8] follow easily by manipulating the 
above conditions. 
6. A RICCATI DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
FOR SINGULAR QUADRATIC FUNCTIONALS 
As in the nonsingular case it is possible to obtain a Riccati differential 
equation which implies and is implied by (6), (7). We introduce the following 
assumption. 
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ASSUMPTION 4. The first generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition [5] is 
satisfied in strong form Vt E [a , t,]; i.e., 
where 
: ri, = 0 (z- CB symmetric) (33) 
-l~I&>O (34) 
and 
H = 4 x=Qx + u=Cx + X=(Ax + Bu) (35) 
-A=Qx+AT~+CTU. (36) 
THEOREM 4. Under Assumptions 1-4 a sujkient condition for non-negativity 
of the singular quadratic functional is that 3Vt E [to , tr] a continuously differen- 
tiable symmetric matrix function of time S(e) which satisjes 
-S=Q+SA+A=S+[(AB-B)=S+B=Q- CA - c]’ [$ I&]-’ 
- [(AB - A)= S + B=Q - CA - c], (37) 
C+B=Sj,,=O, (38) 
P[Sf - S(&)] 2 2 0. (39) 
LEMMA 1. 
CB + CB = BTCT + B=C=. (401, 
Proof. From (33), CB is symmetric Vt E [t,, , tf]. Since C, B are continu- 
ously differentiable 
&(cB)=CB+CB 
which is symmetric, yielding (40). 
LEMMA 2. 
&= -B=QB + c?B+ CAB -@CTfBTA=C=. (41) 
Proof. Differentiate Cx + BTh twice with respect to time. 
Proof of Theorem 4. From (34), (37) implies 
S+Q+SA+A=S~O, Vt E [to , $1. (42) 
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Premultiplying (37) by Br and using Lemma 2 yields 
- BTS = BTQ f BTSA + BTATS 
+ [B';F(AB - I?) + CB - B=@ + CAB - B=C= 
'au [ 1 a ii, -' [(AB - B)= S + B=Q - CA - c]. 
Using Lemma 1 in (43) and simplifying yields 
-B=~=(C$B=S)A-+~+l%S 
+ [B=S(AB - Z$ + C(AB - i?)] [g ti,]-' 
' [(AB - I$? S + BTQ - CA - t]. 
W) 
Re-arranging (44) yields 
- $ (C + IiTS) = (C + BTS) . IA + (AB - B) [; Z!iw]-' 
(45) 
x [CAB -&Ts+B=Q-CA--C]/ 
and 
(C + B=S) It, = 0. (46) 
Since S exists Vt E [to, tf], the above equation is an homogeneous ordinary 
differential equation with continous coefficients and zero terminal condition 
(46). Thus, 
C + B=S = 0, vt f PO ,Gl- (47) 
Clearly conditions (42), (47) and (39) are conditions (29)-(31) so that suffi- 
ciency is proved. Using the same type of arguments as in Section 4 one can 
prove that (29)-(31) imply (37)-(39); f or b revity and to avoid duplication of 
the arguments we omit this proof. 
Conditions (37)-(39) are similar to, but apparently more general than, cer- 
tain necessary and sufficient conditions obtained by McDanell and Powers [ 171 
using Goh’s transformation technique. In [13], using Kelley’s transformation 
technique an analogous Riccati differential equation is obtained in a space of 
reduced dimension. 
Note that our condition (29) implies (33) and, as shown in [14] (29), (30) 
imply 
Vt E It, , $1. (48) 
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The strengthened inequality (34) is imposed in order to obtain the Biccati 
differential Eq. (37). Thus the conditions (29)-(31) are less restrictive than 
(37)(39). 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We re-write (2) as 
Ax+Bu-&=O 
and pre-multiply by 4 (I%)’ to obtain 
4 x=P(Ax + Bu - $) = 0 
(49) 
(50) 
where P is any n x n symmetric, continuously differentiable, matrix function 
of time. Adding the integral of this zero quantity to (1) yields 
.%(*)I = ~[~(~>I & @ x=Qx + u=Cx + 4 u=Ru + & x=P(Ax + Bu - 3i)} dt 
+ 4 XT&X It,. (51) 
In view of our assumptions on u( .) and P( .) we can integrate the term xTPk by 
parts to obtain 
j[u(*)] = ,;) x=(Z’ + Q + PA + A=P) x + u=(C + B=P) x + + u=Ru} dt 
+ 14 x=4x - 4 X’WJ 4 It, 
which is subject to the constraints 
R = Ax + Bu; x(t,) = 0; (53) 
and 
Ox(&) = 0. (54) 
By partitioning D as indicated in (9) we can solve for s components of x(t,) 
-referred to as x”(tf)--in terms of the remaining (n - S) components 
xn-8(tf) i.e., 
x”(t,) = - D;‘D2x”“(tf) (55) 
so that x(t,) can be written as 
x(t,) = 2x”-“(t,) (56) 
where 2 is defined in (8). 
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Substituting (56) into (52) yields 
f[u(.)] = j”;: (Q xT(P + Q + PA + ATP) x + uT(C + BTP) x + $ uTRu} dt 
+ $ [x”-@)]’ P[Sf - P(t,)] m-“(tf) 
subject to the constraints (53), (54). J[u(+)] ’ is t h us a quadratic functional of 
x, u and xn+(tf) and, by inspection, sufficient conditions for nonnegativity 
of J[u(*)] are that: 
[ 
P+Q+PA+ATP 
c + BTP 
(C+BTPJT >. 1 R ” Vt E [to > +I (58) 
and 
ZT[S, - P(Q] 2 2 0. (59 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we present a general sufficiency theorem for nonnegativity 
of a large class of quadratic functionals (second variations). An appealing 
feature of this theorem is that sufficient conditions for both singular and non- 
singular quadratic functionals are obtained by treating them as special cases 
of a general “partially singular” functional. In the nonsingular case the well 
known Riccati differential equation emerges and, since this is known to be a 
necessary condition for the nonsingular quadratic functional, this implies that 
the sufficiency conditions of the theorem are also necessary. In the singular 
case algebraic and differential equalities and inequalities, which have been 
proved elsewhere to be necessary and sufficient for a large class of problems, 
are obtained. Thus, in the singular case, the sufficiency conditions are also 
necessary. Assuming that the generalized Legendre-Clebsch condition is 
satisfied with strict inequality, we obtain a differential equation of Riccati 
type which implies and is implied by the algebraic and differential inequalities. 
Thus in this case non-negativity of the singular quadratic functional can be 
checked by integrating the Riccati differential equation to ascertain whether 
or not a solution exists for all t E [t, , $1. 
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